
 

Y2022- 24 B.A. Admitted Batch Programme Articulation Matrix 

S.N
o 

Course. 
Code 

Course 
Titles Category 

  
Course 

Outcome  
  

Descriptions of Course Outcome  

1 20UC1101 
Integrated 

Professional 

English 

HSS 

CO1 

Understand the concepts of grammar to improve communication, reading, and 

writing skills 

CO2 

Demonstrate required knowledge over Dos and Don’ts of speaking in the 

corporate context . Demonstrate ability to face formal situations / interactions 

CO3 

Understand the varieties of reading and comprehend the tone and style of the 

author. Skim and scan effectively and appreciate rhetorical devices 

CO4 Apply the concepts of writing to draft corporate letters, emails and memos 

2 22GN11T1 Telugu – 1 HSS 

CO1 

Make the student to understand about the human behavior and social relations 

basing in the curiculam 

CO2 

To understand the Classical Literary trends like Kaavya, Mahaakaavya, 

Sataka,Prabhandha etc. To understand the Humanism, Humanity and human 

relations through the Traditional literature 

CO3 

To understand about the importance of Mahaabhaarata ,and its interpretation to 

the present day society 

CO4 

To know about the greatness of Srimadraamaayana and idiol man Rama and idiol 

women Sita and importance of the characters. 

3 
22GN11H

1 
Hindi – 1 HSS 

CO1 

Introduction to Hindi Language COI 2: General Grammar – Noun Pronoun, Case, 

Gender and Number COI 3: From the textbook chapter – Sahitya ki Mahatta COI 

4: Revision of Grammar and Formation of Sentences 

CO2 

From textbook – Mitrata, Poose ki Raat COI 2: Grammar – Tenses and Sentence 

formation COI 3: Correction of Sentences COI 4: Correction of words and 

sentences 

CO3 

Sanskriti aur Sahitya ka Sambandh – Comprehension and Reading COI 2 : 

Bharath ek Hai – Comprehension and Reading COI 3 : Practice of rewriting 

sentences of grammar COI 4 : Official terminology of 50 words, numerals 

CO4 Letter writing – formal/informal COI 2 : Names of eatables, colours, flowers, and 



general conversation COI 3 : Names of the months, years and days in the week 

COI 4 : Short sentences on daily use, Hindi communication language and 

translation 

4 22BA1101 
Ancient 

Indian 

History  

HSS 

CO1 To acquire knowledge of socio political conditions of ancient history of India 

CO2 Understand how agriculture evolved in India 

CO3 Understand how political and administrative systems developed in India 

CO4 

Understand the development of architecture, science, art and literature during the 

ancient period 

5 22BA1102 
Physical 

Geography  
HSS 

CO1 

To understand the fundamental concepts of spatial interaction and diffusion, 

which explain how human activities are influenced by the concept of distance 

CO2 

To make the students understand the basic concepts of landforms as well as 

geomorphology 

CO3 

To understand the atmosphere and climate are a critical part of the earth system, 

and climatic variability and change are central to the issue of current and future 

global environmental change 

CO4 

To make understand the physical principles and processes governing the 

circulation and characteristics of oceanography 

6 22BA1104 

Introduction 

to 

Microecono

mics 

HSS 

CO1 

To understand the nature, scope, and subject matter of economics and 

microeconomics. 

CO2 To understand the concepts of supply, production, and cost. 

CO3 To understand the different market forms and their characteristics 

CO4 To understand factor pricing, theories of factor pricing, and welfare economics. 

10 22BA1103 

Introduction 

to Public 

Administrat

ion 

HSS 

CO1 Understand the basic concepts of Public Administration 

CO2 Understand the Principles of Administration and Public relations 

CO3 Understand the concept of Governance 

CO4 Understand the Modern Public Administration and other new concepts 

11 20UC0010 

Universal 

Human 

Values and 

Professional 

Ethics 

HSS 

CO1 Realize and Understand the basic aspiration, harmony in the human being. 

CO2 Envisage the roadmap to fulfill the basic aspiration of human beings 

CO3 Understanding the society and nature with the view of human values 

CO4 Understand the profession and his role in this existence 

12 20UC1212 
English 

Proficiency 
HSS 

CO1 Demonstrating different interpersonal skills for employability. 

CO2 Distinguishing Business essential skills 

CO3 Classifying social media and corporate communication skills 

CO4 Applying analytical thinking skills 



13 22GN12T2 Telugu – 2 HSS 

CO1 

To understand the history of Modern Telugu Literature and the main themes of 

poetry in connection with the society 

CO2 

To understand the importance of Modern Telugu form PROSE "Kathaanka"(Short 

story) regarding the change the mind set of common people and indian farmers 

CO3 

To understand the importance of Modern Telugu form "NOVEL" ., and its role to 

bring equality among humans 

 irrespective of religion,caste,creed and gender 

CO4 

To understand the hostory of Telugu Drama and its role in narration of lives of 

the artists who performed their art in "YAKSHAGAANA" and the importance of 

Literary Criticism 

14 
22GN12H

2 
Hindi -2 HSS 

CO1 

To Understand the history of Grammar COI 1: Grammar with sentences and 

corrections COI 2: General Grammar –Noun, Pronoun, Case, Gender and 

Number, Numerals COI 3: From textbook – ‘Muktidhan’ COI 4: Revision of 

Grammar and Formation of Sentences 

CO2 

To understand the importance of Hindi language COI 1: Administration 

terminology of 200 words COI 2: From textbook – ‘Bhookh hadtaal’ COI 3: 

Antonyms COI 4: Sentence framing and correction 

CO3 

To understand the importance of Translation from Hindi to English and English to 

Hindi COI 1 : Formation and correction of sentences COI 2 : Interpretation and 

correction of words COI 3 : Translation to Hindi from English and vice versa COI 

4 : From textbook – ‘Usne kaha tha’ 

CO4 

To understand the importance of Letter Writing COI 1 : Official letter COI 2 : 

Personal letter COI 3 : From textbook – ‘Goodad Sai’ COI 4 : Hindi 

communication language 

15 22BA1201 
Medieval 

Indian 

History 

HSS 

CO1 

To acquire knowledge of socio political conditions of early medieval history of 

India 

CO2 To gain knowledge of socio political conditions of sultanate period 

CO3 To acquire knowledge of socio political conditions of Mughal Period 

CO4 To gain knowledge of socio religious movements in India 

16 22BA1202 
Human 

Geography 
HSS 

CO1 

Develop critical and analytical skills to identify and resolve of problems with in 

complex changing social, linguistic and literary context 

CO2 

Enhance studentâ€™s skills of effective communication and language learning 

i.e. reading, writing, listing and speaking another language with fluency and 

understand its cultural value. 

CO3 Increase inclination for higher studies and research in social sciences. 

CO4 

Enhance their knowledge to communicate effectively to understand the problems 

of Society and solve the societal problems 



19 22BA1204 

Introduction 

to 

Macroecono

mics 

HSS 

CO1 

To understand the nature and scope of macroeconomics and various concepts 

related to national income. 

CO2 To understand the consumption and investment functions 

CO3 To understand the concept of money and banking framework in India. 

CO4 To understand the phenomenon of inflation and business cycle. 

21 22BA1203 
Administrat

ive Theory  
HSS 

CO1 

Understand the basic concepts of Classical and Scientific management 

approaches 

CO2 Understand the basic concepts of Bureaucratic and human relation theories 

CO3 Understand the concept of Administrative Behaviors in organisations. 

CO4 Understand the concepts of Motivation and Leadership. 

22 20UC0008 
Indian 

Constitution 
HSS 

CO1 

To acquire knowledge of the historical developments that culminated in the 

drafting of the  

Indian Constitution. 

CO2 To understand the basic features of the Indian Constitution. 

CO3 

To understand the structure of the Federal government as defined by the Indian 

Constitution 

CO4 To understand the Indian Judicial system and election commission of india 

23 22BA1206 
Science and 

Technology 
HSS 

CO1 Understanding professional communication skills with accuracy 

CO2 Applying the reading technique to understand the context fully.  

CO3 Demonstrating the professional manner in a courtroom context. 

CO4 

To develop the ability to demonstrate and exhibit professional communicative 

skills 

24 20UC2103 

Essential 

Skills for 

Employabili

ty 

HSS 

CO1 Developing basic grammar 

CO2 Discovering and practicing functional grammar 

CO3 Developing Intrapersonal skills 

CO4 Developing Speaking and Writing Skills 

25 22GN21T3 Telugu – 3 HSS 

CO1 

Understand the purpose and facility by using 56 letters in Telugu –clarity of each 

and every sound and its relevance in framing attractive sentences 

CO2 

Acquire knowledge in inscriptional teluguLanguage,Traditional Telugu Language 

and the language in folk literature 

CO3 

Understand the knowledge about the different incidents in the society and how to 

educate the common man through stories and shortfilms. 

CO4 

Understand the importance and the role of anchoring in Electronic and social 

media and different social media platforms 

26 22GN21H Hindi -3 HSS 
CO1 

History of Hindi Literature COI 1: Development of Poetry and Literature of 

Bhakti Kal – Kabirdas and Jayasi COI 2: Development of Poetry and Literature of 



3 Adikal – Prithviraj Raso COI 3: Development of Poetry and Literature of 

Reethikal – Bihari Lal, Dhananand, Bhushan 

CO2 

General Poetry COI 1: Kabirdas / Gyanmargi Sakha COI 2: Surdas /Krishna 

Bhakti COI 3: Tulasidas/Ram Bhakti COI 4: Raheem 

CO3 

General Poetry COI 1 : Mirabai /Mathrubhumi (Mythili Sharan Gupta) COI 2 : 

Bihari Lal/Geeth Farosh (Bhavani Prasad Mishra) COI 3 : Todati 

Patthar(Suryakant Tripathi Nirala) COI 4 : Ashok ki chinta (Jayashankar Prasad) 

CO4 

General essay- COI 1 : Sahitya aur Samay, Nari Shiksha COI 2 : Samaj mein 

Nari, Bharat mein berojgari COI 3 : Aaj ki Shiksha Niti/Vidya aur Anusasan COI 

4 : Translation/Rajbhasha - meaning and scope 

29 22BA2101 

Indian 

History & 

Culture 

1526 – 1857 

HSS 

CO1 

Learners will comprehend the establishment of the Medieval Deccan kingdoms as 

well as its consequences 

CO2 

To understand the advent of the European powers in India during this period and 

their interaction with Indians 

CO3 To understand the British rise to power, administration, and impact in India 

CO4 

To understand the nature of popular participation and participation in these 

uprisings before and after 1857. 

30 22BA2102 

Physical & 

Industrial 

Geography 

of India 

HSS 

CO1 

The demonstration of India's geographical features fostering the structure, relief 

and physiographic features of India. Subsequently, understanding their influence 

on the Indian Summer Monsoons and associated climate related disasters 

CO2 

To have a critical understanding of Agriculture infrastructure, resources and 

evaluating the various forms of land utility and reforms. Understanding the 

genesis, sustainability and implementation of green revolution in India 

CO3 Understanding the evolutionary stages, policies and development of Industries. 

CO4 Transport, Communication and Trade 

31 22BA2104 

Indian 

Economy-

Problems 

and Policies 

HSS 

CO1 

To understand the resource base and demographic structure of the Indian 

economy. 

CO2 

To understand the structure and growth of Agriculture, Industry and Service 

Sector in India. 

CO3 To understand the external sector of India. 

CO4 

To Understand the achievements of economic planning and developmental 

challenges in India. 

33 22BA2103 
Union 

Administrat

ion 

HSS 

CO1 Understand the legacy of Indian administration 

CO2 Understand the nature and functioning of Secretariat and PMO 

CO3 Gain Knowledge in the Issues of Indian Bureaucracy 

CO4 Acquire Knowledge in significant issues of Indian administration 

34 21UC3105 Problem HSS CO1 Understand the concept of Numbers, Ratio and proportion, Progressions 



Solving 

Skills-I CO2 

Understand the concept of Percentages, Profit and loss, Partnership, Simple 

interest and Compound interest 

CO3 

Understand the concept of Time and Distance, Averages, Mixtures and 

Allegations 

CO4 

Understand the concept of Number and letter series, Number and Letter 

Analogies, odd man out 

35 
22GN210

1 
Computer 

Skills 
HSS 

CO1 Understand concept of computer with its hardware devices and software’s. 

CO2 understand MS office word operations with text and image 

CO3 understand MS office power point operations with text and image 

CO4 Understand the concept of database its related terms and basics of networks. 

38 20UC1102 

Design 

Thinking 

and 

Innovation 

HSS 

CO1 

Understand the basics of design thinking and its implications in product or service 

development 

CO2 Understand and Analyse the requirements of a typical problem 

CO3 

Plan the necessary activities towards solving the problem through ideation and 

prototyping 

CO4 Evaluate the solution and refine them based on the customer feedback 

40 22BA2201 

History of 

Modern 

India (1858-

1947) 

HSS 

CO1 

Understand the background and the need for the social reform movements in 

India in the nineteenth century 

CO2 Understand the reasons for India's rise of nationalism in the nineteenth century 

CO3 Understand the role of Gandhi's in India's independence movement. 

CO4 Understand the stages the stages in freedom movement , as well as the reasons for 

partition. 

41 22BA2202 
Social 

Geography 

of India 

HSS 

CO1 

To understand the importance of studying Indian Geography and what are the 

various components of Indian Geography. 

CO2 To understand how Indian Geography evolved through different stages. 

CO3 

To understand how Indian Geography is helping the present society in various to 

develop further. 

CO4 

To understand the development of industries, agriculture, transportation and 

communication 

42 22BA2204 

Economic 

Developme

nt & 

Planning 

HSS 

CO1 

The students will be able to understand the concept of growth and development 

and their significance in connection with various economic indicators. 

CO2 

The students will be able to understand the significance of infrastructure in 

economic growth and development. 

CO3 

The students will be able to understand the role of industries and other sectors in 

economic development and growth. 

CO4 The students will be able to understand the different policy initiatives for 



achieving economic growth and development. 

44 22BA2203 

State and 

Local 

Administrat

ion  

HSS 

CO1 Understand constitutional provisions and administration at state level 

CO2 Understand the functioning and structure of the state administration 

CO3 know about the district level administration process 

CO4 Understand the structure and levels of local government in India 

45 21UC3206 
Problem 

Solving 

Skills-II 

HSS 

CO1 

Understand the concept of Menstruation, Basic Algebra and Triangles, 

 Polygons and Circles 

CO2 Understand the concept of Permutation and Combinations and Probability 

CO3 Understand the concepts of Basic Reasoning 

CO4 

Understand the concept of Data Interpretation and Data Sufficiency and Data 

Sufficiency 

46 20UC0009 
Ecology and 

Environmen

t 

HSS 

CO1 

Understand the importance of Environmental education and conservation of 

natural resources 

CO2 Understand the importance of ecosystems and biodiversity 

CO3 

Understanding the environmental science knowledge on solid waste management,  

disaster management and EIA process 

CO4 

Understanding the environmental science knowledge on solid waste management,  

disaster management and EIA process 

47 
22GN220

7 

Statistics 

with R 

Programme 

HSS 

CO1 

Describe the basic functions in R programming and identify the operators using in 

it. 

CO2 

Calculate Probability ,Cumulative Sums and Products using Math and simulation 

in R 

CO3 Apply various probability distributions to the real world problems using R 

CO4 Demonstrate the solution of the problems using R Software 

CO5 Interpret the relation ship between linear and nonlinear models using R 

48 22BA3101 

History of 

Modern 

World 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 

Understand the rise of Europe and the modern Nation-State from the time of the 

Renaissance onwards 

CO2 

Understand how the Scientific Revolution and the Voyages of Discovery led to 

European Colonialism in Asia, Africa and the Americas 

CO3 

Understand how the rise of Germany, Italy and Japan led to World War I and 

World War II 

CO4 

Understand the rise of the United Nations and the Cold War as well as the 

decolonization of Asia and Africa 

53 22BA3102 
History of 

East Asia 

(From 19th 

HSS CO1 

To understand about the rise of Europe and the modern Nation-State from the 

time of the Renaissance onwards 

CO2 To understand how the Scientific Revolution and the Voyages of Discovery led to 



Century 

A.D. to 

1950 A.D.) 

(Elective) 

Colonialism in Asia. 

CO3 

To understand how the rise of Germany, Italy and Japan led to World War I and 

World War II 

CO4 

To understand the rise of the United Nations and the Cold War as well as 

decolonization of Asia. 

55 22BA3103 

Contempora

ry Issues in 

Geography 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 To give general acquaintance about Concept of hazards and disaster 

CO2 

To acquaint students with the principles of environmental impact assessment and 

environmental management. 

CO3 

To help the students to acquire knowledge of human and gender development and 

regional disparities in economic development 

CO4 To make understand the globalization, agriculture and Indian economy 

56 22BA3104 

Remote 

Sensing and 

Geographic 

Information 

System 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 To give general acquaintance about Concept of hazards and disaster. 

CO2 

To acquaint students with the principles of environmental impact assessment and 

environmental management.  

CO3 

To help the students to acquire knowledge of human and gender development and 

regional disparities in economic development 

CO4 To make understand the globalization, agriculture and Indian economy  

57 22BA3108 

Internationa

l Economic 

Order 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 The students will able to understand the theories of international trade. 

CO2 The students will able to understand concepts and components of BoP and BoT 

CO3 The students will able to understand the different trade barriers 

CO4 

The students will able to understand the trend of trade in India and the impact of 

globalization on trade 

58 22BA3109 

Environmen

tal 

Economics 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 

The students will be able to understand the environmental issues and remedies to 

mitigate these issues. 

CO2 The students will be able to understand the environmental policies.  

CO3 

The students will be able to understand the methods and application of 

environmental valuation.   

CO4 

The students will be able to understand the concept of sustainable development 

and India’s experience in sustainable development.  

61 22BA3105 

Managemen

t of 

Resources 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 Understand the basic concepts of Human resource Management 

CO2 Understand the concept Human Resource Development and Training 

CO3 Understand the importance of Financial Management 

CO4 Understand the concept of Materials Management. 

67 
22GN310

1 
Internationa

l Relations  
HSS 

CO1 Understand the concept of International Relations 

CO2 Understand the role of International Organisations 



CO3 Understand the basics of Indian foreign policy 

CO4 Understand the significant issues of Indian foreign policies 

69 
22GN310

2 

Disaster 

Managemen

t 

HSS 

CO1 To make the students understand the natural disasters  

CO2 To make students understand Understanding Man-Made Disasters 

CO3 To make students familiar and updated with the Disaster Response 

CO4 

To make students capable to understand National and International Agreements in 

Disaster Management 

70 
22GN310

3 
Internal 

Security  
HSS 

CO1 To make the students understand the basic concepts related to Internal security 

CO2 To make the students understand the security challenges and management 

CO3 

To make the students understand the basic concepts of terrorism,Money 

laundering and crimes 

CO4 To make the students to know about cyber crimes and key issues 

71 22BA3201 

History and 

Culture of 

Andhra 

Pradesh 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 

To know about the Ancient and Medieval History of Andhra Pradesh and the 

cultural contributions  

that were made during those periods 

CO2 

Understand the process by which colonial rule developed in Andhra Pradesh 

along with the various  

resistance movements that were involved 

CO3 

Making students knowledgeable about the various movements for social reform in 

the state as well as the 

 cultural contributions such as art and literature during the colonial period 

CO4 

Understand the process through which the modern state of Andhra Pradesh 

emerged 

72 22BA3202 
Archeology 

(Elective) 
HSS 

CO1 To know about the Aims and Scope of Archaeology  

CO2 

Understand the process by which Nature of the archaeological records from 

Prehistory to Medieval 

CO3 

Making students knowledgeable about the various Dating methods - Introduction 

to relative  

dating methods – Case studies- Role of natural sciences in Archaeology 

CO4 

Understand the process Origins of humankind – Paleoanthropology – 

Paleontology-  

Archaeozoology- Paleobotany 

73 

22BA3203 

Regional 

Geography 

of India 

(Elective) 

HSS 
CO1 

To know about the Physical setting of Locational aspects and advantages- major 

physical divisions 

CO2 

Understand the process by which Racial and ethnic diversities. Major tribes, 

Language- religion and  



Tradition and cultural regions.  

CO3 

Making students knowledgeable about the various Resources- utilization and 

conservation. 

 Mineral Resources of India, Power resources of India 

CO4 Understand the process through which the modern state Andhra Pradesh 

74 22BA3204 

Environmen

tal 

Geography 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 To know about the concept and scope of Environmental Geography 

CO2 Understand the process Ecosystem and its structure and functions 

CO3 

Making students knowledgeable about the various Environmental Problems in 

Tropical,  

Temperate and Polar Ecosystems 

CO4 Understand the process Environmental Programmes and Policies 

75 

22BA3208 

Economics 

of Health 

and 

Education 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 

The students will be able to understand the significance of health and education 

 in human capital formation.     

CO2 

The students will be able to understand the nature and trend of health market and 

insurance in India.  

CO3 

The students will be able to understand the economic efficiency and cost 

effectiveness in health care.  

CO4 

The students will be able to understand the significance of education in human 

capital formation,  

technology and human resource development. 

76 22BA3209 
Public 

Finance 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 

The students will be able to understand the scope of public finance, public goods 

and MSA.  

CO2 

The students will be able to know the various principles, cause and effect of 

public expenditure. 

CO3 

The students will be able to analyze the source, types, incidence, effects of 

taxation along with  

the recent tax policies in India. 

CO4 

The students will be able to understand the source, effects of debt along with 

concepts of  

Government budget. 

79 22BA3205 

Indian 

Polity and 

Governance 

(Elective) 

HSS 

CO1 

To make the students understand the basic concepts related to Indian Polity and 

Governance 

CO2 To make students understand functions of Central and State Government 

CO3 

To make students familiar and updated with Constitutional Bodies and Non 

Constitutional Bodies  

CO4 To make students familiar with tribunals and other matters 

80 22BA3206 Project HSS CO1 Critically analysing the social problems in order to prepare the students for 



Work  administrative duties. 

81 
22GN320

1 

Social 

Problems 

and 

Programs in 

India 

HSS 

CO1 Understand the basic Problems of Indian Society 

CO2 

Understand the various organisations working women and their development in 

society 

CO3 Understand problems of Vulnerable Sections in India 

CO4 Understand the Welfare programmes for Elderly and Children. 

86 22BA4104 
Agricultural 

Economics 
HSS 

CO1 

The students will be able to understand the scope and nature of agriculture 

economics.  

CO2 

The students will be able to understand the production and productivity in 

agriculture sector.  

CO3 The students will be able to understand the different systems of planning 

CO4 

The students will be able to understand the recent development in production and 

marketing 

87 22BA4108 
Industrial 

Economics 
HSS 

CO1 

The students will be able to understand the different classification of industry  

and the significance of location.  

CO2 

The students will be able to understand the importance of market and market 

performance. 

CO3 

The students will be able to understand the achievements of industrial sector 

during the FYPs.  

CO4 The students will be able to understand the industrial finance.  

93 

22GN410
1 

Contempora

ry History 

of Andhra 

Pradesh 

HSS 

CO1 

To know about the Ancient and Medieval History of Andhra Pradesh and the 

cultural contributions that were made during those periods 

CO2 

Understand the process by which colonial rule developed in Andhra Pradesh 

along with the various resistance movements that were involved 

CO3 

Making students knowledgeable about the various movements for social reform in 

the state as well as the cultural contributions such as art and literature during the 

colonial period 

CO4 

Understand the process through which the modern state of Andhra Pradesh 

emerged 

97 

22BA4204 
Labour 

Economics 
HSS 

CO1 

The students will be able to understand the labour market in India; demand and  

supply of labour and governance. 

CO2 The students will be able to understand the theories of wage determination 

CO3 

The students will be able to understand the relationship between labour and 

industrial sector of India. 



CO4 

The students will be able to understand the role of state and ILO in labour 

welfare. 

98 

22BA4205 
Mathematic

al 

Economics 

HSS 

CO1 

The students will be able to understand the familiar with matrix theory, input– 

output analysis and optimising behaviour of economic agents. 

CO2 The students will be able to understand the functions of variables.  

CO3 

The students will be able to understand the calculus that helps in formulation of 

economic problems in multivariable model and yield valuable insight about 

optimizing human behaviour. 

CO4 The students will be able to understand the application of game theory. 
 


